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My Grandfather, the Irish Sailorman
Rain, misty like the tears

I once saw in his eyes

When my brother died (age five)

Until he told the story

Of his first day at school

When the teacher gave him
A pair of breeches to wear

Because he had only older sisters and dresses.

(Actually he had six brothers . . .

I had only one).

Then, he drank his scotch,

Offering some to me,

Calling it apple juice.

I was ten

And still believed him then.

Not again.

I heard of his trip

Around the Home
In a wooden ship.

That's why they call him
"Sambo the Sailorman" at home.

And I heard of his days

Inthel.R.A.

When he was shot through the wrist

(age seven).

Then, I heard my mother, in the kitchen, crying.

ELLEN BOULLE



The Park Bench
Where you once walked

I sit and think

Of tears

That would not flow

Until you walked

Where now I sit and think.

ANNE LIGON PERROW



Letter to Cindy

How many times

I've come here to look,

Come here to search

For that tender green shoot or

That sunny red bird

Who tells me I'm not

Lost or despised.

And how many times

Have I come here to find

That a towering oak or

A spring dampened mushroom
Take me to dark insignificance.

Many an hour I've spent in these hills

To wonder why I

Have been thus set apart.

The night-blooming jasmine

Surrounded my pensive mood
To send my head reeling

To bump and to fall,

Through thoughts of lost lovers,

Of friendship and now
Through chasms of wishes

And dark-shrouded truths.

In the flurry of dusk,

When sparrows raise

Their highest chant,

And the evening sun

Makes quick his descent,

A silver-gray sphere appears.

Ever so faint

Gradually rising

Till soon all its billowing out-pouring light

Comes bursting from clouds

In joyous profusion

To wrap me and hold me
In thought-less delight;

To keep and astound me
In quickening fright.



A man from Ballylee,

Seeing that art and learning

Were enough,

Took himself to writing verse

From an old and windy tower.

That I, now in

Thought-enchanted youth,

Can still be so

In reckless middle age

And violent retirement,

Is but all I ask.

May I, the older,

Perhaps the wiser,

Still return to

Whirl and dance

Behind the gliding waterfall.

There, moon and sun,

Star and earth,

Become all one

In happy imperception.

In liquid, kind retreat

My mind may rest

And shall find

Something of what others see; or,

Nothing of another's eyes.

But still I know that

I have danced

And touched a thought

More powerful than I.

And when I see,

My time come round at last,

All that in life could not be mine,

May I rest beneath that pounding run:

A joy in life,

A joy in death.

JIM HOOD



Lori May



Electric Power-lines
Where do country people go

At night when restless calves

Bellow at the stars?

Where do emotions (lost)

Find places of hiding

When the country moves to the city?

When do simple loves

Profit and rest

From agonizing errors?

When will the country people

laugh and live

Within the foundations offreedom?

Where do country people go
When the sky falls

And robs their well-being?

Where do I go when
The country people leave and
Die?

ANNE LIGON PERROW



In the Days o! Wine and Roses
Take one last whiff

but do not drink from me again.

I am an empty bottle of wine

all but the scent is gone.

Like Lisa (who was Bright and Dark)

the red wine trickled through pinhol'd wrists

punctured one too many times.

I want roses

red and white

at my feet

to trample on.

I want dreams smashed in the mirror

shattered glass in my hands

that promises tomorrow will not come.

ELLEN BOULLE
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Jake's Creek
For the past forty years no one has continually inhabited the cabin.

It had once been lived in by an old mountaineer who had farmed the

fields in the flood plains of Jake's Creek. Since then only families or an

occasional bear have stayed there for brief visits. It has been a place my
family has gone to since my father was a boy. Every summer we left the

hot sticky hills of Middle Tennessee to go to the old log cabin int he

Southern Appalachain Mountains. Sometimes we went in the fall at

Thanksgiving when snow covered the mountains and the crisp clear nights

left lattices of ice on the creek Sometimes we went in the early spring

to watch the trees unveil their summer foliage in all shades of green and the

wild flowers push their way up the mountain side But the best times * r

me were those during the summertime spent in chasing the elusive

crawdads in the creek in luring the reluctant mountain trout with a kernel

of corn on a rusty hook, in basking in a warm rock after a swim in the

deep green pools of the creek.

We would get up early and drive all day across the flat valley of the

Tennessee river, across a progression of worn out tobacco farms bordered

by scrub pine and an occasional meandering creek bed, dry then under the

parching July sun Late in the afternoon we would change our notherly

direction and drive east. The farms became fewer and farther apart in

order to accommodate the rising hills. Forests and streams predominated,

and in the distance loomed the mountains. The names of the towns we
passed through recall fond memories. Sevierville, Oconaloftee, Townsend,

Fodderstack Ridge Cosby — little plots of civilization in the midst of the

mountains Before long we started up into the mountains on the road that

wound up the gorge of the sinuous Pigeon River. I remember sticking

my head out of the window of the car and having to look almost straight

up to see the tops of the mountains. The paved road soon turned into

a furrowed, washed out logging road which challenged our laboring car

as it pushed its way into the mountains; finally ending abruptly at the site

of an old saw mill where Jake's Creek flowed amid ancient piles of old

sawdust and chips. I can recall the agitation we kids caused our father as

we scurried off into the woods on anxious legs while he busied himself

at preparing all the gear for the two mile walk up the creek before it got

dark. Our hill country legs were never prepared for the climb in the

mountains, but with a lot of sweating we arrived at the portage of the creek

just below the cabin. Usually the bridge that we had constructed the

previous summer had been washed out by high water. With effort we
crossed the creek on a hastily constructed walk of slippery river rock. At
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this point there was just enough light to make out the cabin and the

clearing on the hill.

Every year the heavy Appalachian vegetation had eaten into the

clearing. Blackberry and huckleberry bushes grew large in this clearing,

it being the only open area around fully exposed to sunlight for several

miles. Laurel and Rhododendron, grabbing for the precious space, further

diminished the clearing. Virginia Creeper and wild grape vines had

seucred themselves tightly on the cabin walls. The cabin stood on a slope

looking out over the cove. Large Black Balsams trees surrounded the

clearing. The cabin was a one room log structure with a large porch in

front. The old logs were fastened together at the corner in a half-

dovetail joint, and the gaps in between the logs were chinked with orange-

red clay. At the far end of the cabin was a chimney made of flat

field stone cemented together with some clay. Honey bees had bored

holes in the clay, and when a fire burned in the fireplace smoke streamed

out of these holes in long blue columns. The roof was steeply pitched in

order to shed the heavy snows that tell in winter. The wooden shakes that

my father and grandfather had put on ages ago clung to the precipitous

pitch and wore green beards of lichen. Though light could be seen through

the roof from the inside, the roof held out the water.

Once we got to the cabin, the first chore would be to light up a

kerosene lantern, follow the water pipe up to the spring and connect it to

the clear cold flow of the spring so that the cabin could have running

water. By the time my brother and I would get back to the cabin from

doing this, lanterns and candles would be lit and the floors and ceilings

would have had the traces of a year's growth of mouse and spider

civilizations removed by my mother and swept into a brightly crackling

fire of well seasoned wood. The ridges and knots of the large chestnut

beams composing the walls were accentuated in the crescendo of light from

the fire. Over the fireplace was a huge mantle made of one large chunk of

granite, an old rusty storm lantern, a rat-chewed bundle of waxed matches,

an old popcorn popper - the type used over an open fire, an assortment of

cloth-bound journals resting under several layers of dust, and several old

blue mason jars with moldy chestnuts were on the mantle and remained

there for all the years that I visited the cabin. That entire end of the

cabin was made of hand fitted stone with the fireplace in the center of it.

A large chimney iron protruded from the back of the fireplace for hanging

kettles on.

The floor of the cabin was made of hand rived oak puncheons.

Years of wear had made them smooth enough to walk on in bare feet
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without risking splinters. The furniture of the room was simple and

functional, and although it was old, remained strong. A rectangular table

stood in the middle of the room surrounded by five straight back chairs.

The table was made out of the same slabs as the floor and had five shiny,

well worn spots in front of the respective chairs. Three rockers, forming

an ampitheater around the fireplace, made up the rest of the furniture in

the room.

The porch off the main room was my favorite part of the cabin. It

was entirely screened in, and one end was of log construction. This end

was the kitchen. The water from the pipe flowed into a small porcelin sink

and made a distinctive pinging noise as it hit. There was a compact wood
stove in the corner of the kitchen which could fill the whole cabin with the

smell of a hot pot of beans, a slow cooking ham, or a skillet of corn

bread baking in it. Surrounding the walls of the kitchen were bear-

proof pantries that contained all kinds of wonderful canned goods

and basic staples. My father insisted that we save these for the hunters and

trappers that frequented the cabin in the winter during storms. This,

however, did not stop my brother and I from now and then eating a can

of candied persimmons or sneaking out a jar of dried apples.

The summer sleeping area was on the opposite end of the porch from

the kitchen. The terrain dropped off sharply below the porch and yielded

a skyline view of the Appalachain peaks. The sounds of Jake's Creek

pounding below the cabin were as much a part of the porch as the joists

that supported the floor and the roof overhead. A steady breeze

usually blew across the porch which kept the mosquitoes away. At night

when the frequent thunderstorms would roam the mountains, the porch

offered a panorama of excitement as the rain drummed on the roof and

the lightning danced on the surrounding peaks.

In the early morning, one of the prettiest places to be was at the privy.

The privy was definitly a summertime affair, being composed of a small

box chair completely open. My father called this the "garden throne." It

sat right in the middle of a glan and was surrounded on three sides by a

steep curving ridge. The fourth side remained open for a clear view of

Blanket Mountain, seventeen hundred feet above. Huge trees, parts of the

original virgin forest, grew around this glen. In the early morning,

before the sun had climbed over Blanket Mountain, the glen would appear

to be lit up by a pale green diffuse light. Large ferns grew to knee height

on the forest floor. We would often lose ourselves in the beauty of the

scene while using the "throne" while someone else waited anxiously back

at the cabin for his turn.

Life at the cabin was complete freedom from the normal habits and
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routines of everyday life. We were obligated only to our personal day to

day ambitions: roaming the mountains, looking for gemstones in the creek

or sitting all day on a lonely summit looking down on the forests and

ridges spread below. Once in the mountains we never saw any people,

cars or any other form of civilization. These trips to Jake's Creek were the

high point of my childhood. As I look back, my memories of them are

as clear and real as the water of Jake's Creek was clear and cold.

JAMES STEPHENS
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Arrival - Departure
Florida Origonal

I remember wrinkles placed

so evenly on your hands.

A double chin which hung

so gracefully,

age and wisdom in a print house dress.

In church you sang

like a mockingbird, never

needing a hymn book.

We sat on your porch, on

the big metal swing, rocking — rocking

when last I saw you alive.

The boats the rich people would ride

went down the river — and youth

and age would count them, rocking — rocking.

A porch swing has a special music,

and little children know that. Old
people with nothing to do have a

special music — they creak and shimmy
of the past.

And those boats — those boats

so graceful. Then they built the

sea-wall, blocking your view.

Took away your '57 pontiac —
because you couldn't drive anymore —
you were in the hospital.

Mama got the call, you were scheduled

to die before dawn.

This wasn't the first

time, nor the second,

and I knew it wouldn't be the last.

The child never saw your smile again,

never saw you place your teeth

in the bathroom glass again.

But it wasn't the last.
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Aunt Cora, she lingered, no child

by her side — no music of the mockingbird

no porch swing. A
bed — a pillow — a telephone —
Yet no mind to make them work.

Mama protected me from you.

Never was I to see you like this.

My memories should only be good.

I cry now — on Sunday mornings.

The mockingbird has never sounded

the same, and they sold our

porch swing. The leaches came out

after dark — after you were placed

into the deep — to claim what they

were due for being of blood.

I was not of your blood, only of your spirit

and the leaches couldn't understand when
you gave me my education.

The leaches couldn't understand

why a child's only friend was a

woman so old she couldn't chew.

LAWRENCE D. RUST
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Hello, weep for me.

Cry tears of sorrow for me alone,

my mother did. my brother did. and
i for him.

If you cry for me, I'll cry for you.

Take not my laughter for laughing

sake alone.

Break my heart.

Spill coffee on my coat. My mother did.

My brother did. and i to them.

Hello, kiss my hand.

Admire my dress. Touch my arm.

Praise not my wit for witless sake alone.

My father did. My sister did.

And I for them.

Bless me all ye people,

but not for blessings sake alone, oh no!

Cry tears of joy for me.

For sorrows sake alone.

For pity's sake.

MYRRDIN RICHARDSON
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In Exile

i know that you have another country waiting for you

me with clean sheets and straightened blankets

where you're less quick to turn your face to the wall

my bed has become a battlefield

with bloody sentences littered across it

even candlelight can't hide the corpses

and i own nothing white which could suggest a truce

i read about your defection everywhere

in old posters on basement walls

in shrunken poems

in the unsteadiness of my hands

i saw you crossing the border

in the last few minutes before dawn
carrying a paperbag full of dirty shirts and candlesticks

your eyes trembling with weariness

were you asked whose blood was drying on your fingers?

emmigration is impossible for me
except in nightmares

when i take to the sea in a rotting boat

to escape a landlocked army
but you could have asked me to come with you
i've imagined the map of her body under your hands

tasted her anthem in your mouth when you kissed me
and loved you no less for it —
war excuses inconstancy

i've practiced a bitter patience with you
watching your headlights sweep out of my driveway

keeping silence when you broke the truce

sheltering you when the bombing began

i've yet to change sides

this war claims no victories

but recites instead its list of victims

while we stand wary of each other in a ruined landscape

HOLLY LU CONANT
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December

Laugh

laugh

laughter

laugh after

laugh after disaster

Disaster

laugh after disaster.

It's only pretending

laughing

Pretending

laughter

Defending

Defending happiness against despair.

Offending despair

Thinking straight

laughing

Pretending merriment

Defending happiness

Fighting fear

Preserving pride

Winning temporarily

but only temporarily

and losing

Fear comes later

Cold comes later

Asking comes later

Why didn't I drown?
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Bladed feet

reach for bottom
No bottom

Laugh

laugh

laughter

laughter after disaster

laugh after disaster offending despair
pretending merriment
defending happiness

fighting fear

winning temporarily

but only temporarily

and losing

ANNE LATTIMORE
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America
Land where feet have pressed

The blood red dust of many homes
together

And with the clay was sculpted

One face of many features

Turned forever upward
With every turning

Strive with longing

To develop the promise of your christening

Your fathers died

That you might be free

Stop complaining

Oh land of many desires

Flooded with the passion on strangers faces

Who meet on the streets

Yet raise not their eyes

Fearing to reveal the fire there

Built to consume the barren past

And clear it for fresh crops

Fires too easily quenched

Tears fallen with no promise watered

Americans try to stay

On top but never

Get high

Dear land why end now your pilgramage

You were not still born

Nor breached

But thrust out head first

Determined to remain constant

Constitution - why do you lie latent?

MARY ANNA TURNER
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Lori May
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Jan's House
Bacon, lettuce and tomato?

oh you college girls think

you have it so rough

Just a glass of water?

Is it so hard to leave a tip?

Wash the dishes?

I've done it in the past

thats my future too

Whats yours, college slut?

I see you talking with all

the college studs

Whats a girl like me to do?

No Joe college has never given me a glance

maybe they think I'm too tough

You flighty upper class snobs

let me wait on you hand and foot

with all your giggling and romancing

When do I get a break?

I have my dreams too

Don't you see I am more

human than any of you?

You laugh, you cry

and come in drunk

What do they teach you in school?

You have your papers

but you have never learned

of true human nature

You read your books

Speak with intellect

You flaunt what you have learned

But try washing dishes,

try scrubbing the floors

Thats when you learn of life

You poor uneducated souls

C. THOMAS
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Phoenix II

Somebody
They wear the badge of paper

Snuck up among us,

Those of us who live this land.

Gently, slowly they began

To slide those oily steely fingers

Under my Mamma Earth's green skirts

And started to rub.

You know - and crooned mushy money
And rubbed.

And now they're just rapin' and rapin'

And She's crying, her rivers run bleak.

Not clean, smoke steel and oily fingers

Probing and rubbing.

The life is leaving.

I see the slow dying.

I hear the hard selfish crooning

Of lonely steel and concrete RPMS.

NEIL M. SMITH
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The Consequence of Courting Death
or

To Jump or Not to Jump

The heat is oppressing. It weighs down on me as I lay asleep. My
nightgown sticks to me from sweat. As I dream on I feel the full vent of

the fires of hell. Tossing and turning I can't escape it. The bedclothes lie

on the floor from where I've kicked away the chains of purgatory. The heat

pursues me down the steps of damnation and the temperature increases.

The smoke and ash dust choke my lungs as I gasp for air. I trip. Falling,

falling, falling I hit the bottom where the intensity of heat grows without

stopping. The nightmare rages on. I see the Devil incarnate standing

above me, condemning me to burn forever in the pit of hell, for God and

Devil only know what crime. Screaming and crying I plead for mercy,

forgiveness, anything to relieve the suffering. Nothing is granted for the

Devil is merciless.

Coughing I awake from the nightmare to find that it is still there in

reality. My apartment is on fire. Fire. The very word that has terrified me
from childhood has finally caught up with me. The smoke in my room is

as thick as a fog in London. I can't see two feet in front of me. The heat

is intolerably worse than oppressing.

From ingrained knowledge I fall to the floor and crouch, seeking that

bit of air that is supposed to be less smokey and cooler than that above.

I doubt it is because I can find little relief from the burning in my lungs.

Stumbling I turn toward the window. I desperately fumble with the lock

and try to raise the sash, only to find that the recent paint job has stuck

the window and jam together. Grimly I reflect on the irony of the name
windowjam and how mine is stuck.

Where are the sirens? Firetrucks have sirens. Why don't I hear

sirens? Is it possible that no one knows the building is on fire? How could

such a thing be possible? It's a weekend. Over half the tenants have gone

away to escape the city. It's possible. I've got to tell- someone there's a

fire. Telephone.
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I wet the blanket in the sink and make my way on hands and knees

to the nightstand. Breathing through my soggy, bloody blanket I pull

the telephone off the table and frantically try to remember where the

"O" is on the push button scheme. Eyes running with water I finally make

out an "O". The operator, after centuries of waiting, finally comes on.

"Operator 457, may I help you?"

"Help me, operator, the building's on fire. Call the fire department,

tell them there's a fire!"

"A fire? Now, miss, calm down. Can you tell me the address?"

"The Yorkshire Apartments. Oberlin Road. Hurry, operator!"

"Hold the phone a moment, miss."

She asks me to hold the phone at a time like this. What's she going

to do? Verify my insanity?

"Miss? Miss?"

"The fire department is on the way. I advise you to get out of the

building immediately. Thank you." (Click.)

"Wait a minute. Operator! Operator!" Help, I can't get out. I'm on

the fourth floor. I can't jump. I can't open the door. Oh, operator,

don't hang up, please. Too late.

Hold it. Calm down. The fire department's on the way. They'll

get you out of here in time, just relax.

Relax? Relax while I'm burning to death? How comforting! I'd

rather jump four stories.

Four stories? Are you crazy? You'll break your neck or at least a leg,

five ribs, two arms, and don't forget about concussions.

Better than charbroiling to death like a Hardee's hamburger waiting

for someone to rescue me. No one even knows I'm up here.

True. But give the fireman a chance.

To fight a fire up four flights of stairs?

They've got ladders, you know.

How long will it take? I haven't got all day.

How am I supposed to know? All you have to do is wait by the

window until they get here and yell, wave, and throw things until they

notice you.

Out of a side window they're going to notice me?
Well, have you got a better idea?

Yeah, jumping. Sorry, I can't wait around for a fire to get me.

Jumping! All that way!? Remember that woman in the newspapers a

couple of months ago who literally broke her neck jumping out of a sixth

floor window? With your luck you'd end up like her.

Yeah, but I'm only on the fourth floor and if I jump right I won't kill

myself.
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Sure. What do you know about jumping four floors? Any previous

experience?

No. You know I feel faint on a step ladder, but I'm going to learn how
to jump the hard way.

Well, go ahead, but I'm not going with you.

You haven't got any choice. I can smell the charred fabric of the

furniture. That's enough to make me jump.

The acrid odor in the air, the dim sound of crackling, and the thicken-

ing of smoke finalizes my decision. — I must jump. Determined I place

the blanket over the frame of the broken-out window and crawl up on the

window ledge. Heart pounding in my throat I try to summon the courage

to let go. My breath starts coming faster and faster as my head feels

lighter and lighter. Hyperventilation is the coward's way out.

I push off from the ledge and pray and I don't land on my head. I feel

the cool air surround my body and I exalt in the ecstasy of freedom.

LIZ COLLIER
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Academe

Smug we sit

In upright chairs

Each ear attuned

Each eye, a stare

All motion ceased —
Save the professor s waving hand

Pondering here, complete with

Scholarlv perplexity

The universe or "I", or some infinity

We know our Plato. Dante Sarte

And nod in chorused torm

When learned ones with trippling tongues

Express clear thoughts before unknown.

Oh, well-polished are we
With brilliant ambiguities

Rapiers of objectivity

Duel each other endlessly

And "yes or no perhaps and "might

Are dogmas of this ceaseless tight

Whereby direction is undone.

And thinking we perceive

Ideas that ne er can be our own
We hand them forth

And hand them back

And earn degrees

In what we lack

And winds about the Olympian crags

Must howl through the mist

That round us lies.

And th'immortals laugh

At man's lament

While tasting wine

Omniscient.

JIM HOOD
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After
All is soaking wet

The rain has stopped

Fog is all around

but distant; not permeating

It's quiet yet so many sounds are in the air

Birds twitter

Trees sway slightly

Shaking rounded raindrops from their leaves.

The slim fingers of wind stroke the feathery grass

and little drops of water fall to the ground
The waves sweep the beach

They flap against the stones

And veer off in gentle curves to try again later

While seaweed dances, out of sight.

ANNE LATTIMORE
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Prayer

Poets pray

To the God they cannot understand

In prayers which often deny

His Being.

Poets prayers

Are guilded in agony

Searching for Him
On the faces of waitresses and
Wash women.
Waitresses and wash women
Do not question things

They know they'll never answer.

They are satisfied to know they are.

Is grows more potatoes than why.
Poets pray

For simplicity

Knowing the simple have the true intellect.

Poets pray

But will not take the offering

Of believing

And so wondering

Present these prayers

And call them poems.

MARY ANNA TURNER
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Perspective

// ever again I sit alone

In a quiet wood with ivied chimes

Sifting through a golden dusk,

And am brought to think of loves long past,

Drifting as the twinkling dust

On paths that slant to sky,

Then surely if a laugh would come,

Borne on that breeze

That turns the leaves

Of oak and those within the mind —
If such a sound would break the web

Of saddening thought that had been mine,

Then softly would I say your name
And weep and sing of better times

And weep and sing your name.

NEIL M. SMITH
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Lost in Deep . .

.

Lost with the waking thoughts of your dream

Lost between pages of nearly knowing next.

Why am I trying so hard

In a content of what is best?

Afterglow renewal is now
Purified by tests

of fire and cold shoulders.

Like a reaching hand that's burned, that's me.

Are you thinking of the past as revised anew?

Lost as a lapless hound escaping between

worlds of love.

I seek only more
or less on equal terms

Like a timeless running clock.

The sun shines bright back there behind me.

But expands in future's fright

To surround me from the comings gone, by
Protected reaching from new lights of show.

Who will be the lasting branch in life's tree lost freedom.

JOHN CARSON
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Pietoiv
he is always driving west

fastening his seatbelt and disappearing

down one way streets and interstates

his glove compartment crammed with creased maps of paradise

harmonicas and my sanity

my heart has been converted to a bus terminal

i am hearing brakes shriek in my sleep

he's mastered the art of hit and run

leaving the tire scars in my front yard

and lovers writhing in the conrete

this week he's ridden to California

like any driven man
to wait for submersion and the rediscovery of atlantis

or another receded continent

any picture postcard would do
send me a postcard

i am left to more pedestrian pleasures

HOLLY LU CONANT
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